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1-  Macroeconomic Overview  

Previ Novartis 

International 

• In the US, the Federal Reserve increased the interest rate by 0.25% and signaled new highs for the year. The labor 
market remains strong, with job creation above expectations and increase in nominal wages. 

• In Europe, attention is focused on the French elections. If no negative surprise, the outlook for Europe must 
improve for the remainder of the year, reducing the Governing impetus for additional stimulus measures. Interest 
rates should be kept at the current level (close to historical lows) for a reasonable period. 

• In Japan, the economy had a good start this year: strong industrial production, weak yen-driven exports and falling 
unemployment. As long as annual inflation does not reach 1.0%, the Bank of Japan will keep interest rates at 
around zero and the monetary stimulus in force. 

• In China, the growth rate remains stable in the 1st semester, around 6.8%. For the second half of the year, lower 
growth is expected in the face of tightening measures adopted by the government to reduce financial risks (mainly 
measures to slow the real estate sector).  

Brazil 

• The political scene is at a boiling state after the Supreme Court decision of allowing open investigation against 98 
politicians, including former presidents, governors, senators, deputies and ministers of the current government. It is 
unclear what will be the impact on the reform agenda. 

• Inflation followed its downward trajectory; IPCA rose 0.25% in March, retreating to 4.57% in 12 months. The 
expectation is to close the year around 4.0%, below the 4.5% central target. 

• The current economic environment and the scenario of a consistent fall in inflation strengthen the intensification of 
the pace of monetary policy easing. On April 12, the Central Bank cut an additional 100bp in the basic interest rate 
(Selic) to 11.25%, as expected by the market. 

• GDP fell again in the 4Q 2016: -0.9% compared to the previous quarter, with a widespread contraction in domestic 
demand. After a long period of decline, GDP should show positive growth in 1Q, driven by agricultural production. 

Macroeconomics Sources: Itaú, Bradesco, HSBC, Santander, Citibank, Focus Report of the Central Bank 

Expectations for the global economy remain favorable. In Brazil, inflation continues falling and the 
Central Bank accelerates the pace of interest rate cut 
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2- Investment Portfolio – by manager and asset class 

3- Investment Portfolio – allocation by investment choice  

Portfolio in BRL million 

Allocation by asset manager Allocation by segment (not included ALM) 

* Decrease in investments due to the spin-off of Novartis AH and 

transfer of assets to Lilly Prev.  

* 
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4-  Performance 

March 2017 Last 12 months 

Financial assets in Brazil depreciated in March. The rise in political tension over the month has left the market more 
insecure about the progress of the reform agenda. The performance of fixed income assets, although positive, was 
much less intense than in the previous 3 months. The stock market was also impacted, with a drop of 2.52% (Ibovespa) 
in BRL and 4.6% in USD.  

The real depreciated 2.23% in March, although in the year has an accumulated gain of 2.78%. The country risk, 
measured by the five-year CDS, rose 2 bps and ended the month at 226 bps. One positive event was the raise on the 
Brazilian credit note outlook from "negative" to "neutral“ by Moody’s rating agency.  

¹ IGP-DI + 4% p.y. 

* Weighted Performance 

² 50% IMA-S + 50% IMA-B since Jan 2017 

**  IMA-Composite(20%IMA-S+14,4%IRF-M1+25,6%IRF-M1+ +30%IMA-B5+10%IMA-B5+) from Jan 2015 to Dec 2016. Previous benchmark was IMA-G ex-C 
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5-  Fixed Income 

Nominal Rates – The movement in interest rates has been reflecting 
a significant drop in the expected inflation. Therefore, it paves the 
way for more aggressive cuts in Selic. The Central Bank, in the last 
inflation report, indicated the possibility of accelerating the Selic 
downward movement for the next meetings. From then on, the 
Central Bank should begin to act more cautiously.  

Real Rates – The behavior of fixed income assets was more moderate 
throughout March. Rates fell between 10/15 bps with a small 
steepening. Real interest rates had similar behavior, however papers 
with longer maturities (region of 2050) showed a slight increase. 
Implicit inflation in the intermediate part of the curve remained 
stable at around 4.5%. 

Private Credit – Private credit market remain with a buyer bias on 
March. On the one hand, we have a shortage of assets that should 
improve throughout the year depending on the adopted economic 
measures and fiscal measures to be approved. On the demand side, 
the effect of high market liquidity has been the closing of premiums, 
especially in longer-term assets. 

Although performance was lower compared to February, March was 
a good month for Previ Novartis' fixed income funds, with almost all 
funds hitting their respective benchmarks. Main highlight for 
structured funds Safra Galileo, Oceana Long & Short and SPX Nimitz. 

Nominal Yield Curve 

Real Yield Curve 

Sources:  Itaú, BRAM, BNP, Santander, Citibank, Western, Sul América 

¹ 50% IMA-S + 50% IMA-B since Jan 2017 
²  IMA-Composite(20%IMA-S+14,4%IRF-M1+25,6%IRF-M1+ +30%IMA-B5+10%IMA-B5+) from Jan 2015 to Dec 2016.  
Previous benchmark was IMA-G ex-C 



The IBrX index closed March with a fall of 2.35%, accumulating a gain of 8.14% in Q1 and 29.76% in the  last 12 months. 
The S&P 500 index fell 0.07% in March, accumulating a rise of 5.91% in the year and 16.43% in the last 12 months. 
Foreign investors made a profit on their exposure to Brazilian equities and the flow of funds was negative at BRL 3.3 
billion in March, but still maintaining a positive balance of BRL 3.5 billion in the year. On the other hand, the local 
institutional investor increased the exposure by BRL 2.6 billion in March. 

Domestically, the negative performance had as main causes the doubts about the conduct of the pension reform and the 
fall in commodity prices. In the United States, the lack of unity of the Republicans on the issue of the repeal Obama Care 
put into question the conviction of approvals of reforms proposed by the government Trump. 

In the Brazilian equity market, the petrochemical sector was the highlight in March, while Steel and Mining sectors were 
the negative highlights, influenced by the fall in iron ore prices after recent strong appreciation. 

Within this context, March was a difficult month for Previ Novartis' equity portfolios, with most of the funds performing 
below the benchmark. The positive highlight were the offshore funds, which, despite performing below the benchmark, 
had positive result mainly due to the devaluation of the BRL. 
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6-  Equities 

Sources:  Itaú, BRAM, BNP, Santander, Citibank, Western, Sul América 

 
Stocks Exchange in the world (performance in USD) 

Despite the weak result in March - due to the noises surrounding the pension reform process and falling commodity prices – 
Brazil's stock market still leads the way in the last 12 months 
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7-  Performance of “Super Conservative Investment Choice” 
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8-  Performance of “Conservative Investment Choice” 

¹ 50% IMA-S + 50% IMA-B since Jan 2017 
²  IMA-Composite (20% IMA-S + 14,4% IRF-M1 + 25,6% IRF-M1+ + 30% IMA-B5 + 10% IMA-B5+) from Jan 2015 to Dec 2016.  
Previous benchmark was IMA-G ex-C 
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9-  Performance of “Moderate Investment Choice” 

¹ 50% IMA-S + 50% IMA-B since Jan 2017 
²  IMA-Composite (20% IMA-S + 14,4% IRF-M1 + 25,6% IRF-M1+ + 30% IMA-B5 + 10% IMA-B5+) from Jan 2015 to Dec 2016.  
Previous benchmark was IMA-G ex-C 
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10-  Performance of “Aggressive Investment Choice” 

¹ 50% IMA-S + 50% IMA-B since Jan 2017 
²  IMA-Composite (20% IMA-S + 14,4% IRF-M1 + 25,6% IRF-M1+ + 30% IMA-B5 + 10% IMA-B5+) from Jan 2015 to Dec 2016.  
Previous benchmark was IMA-G ex-C 


